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A simple population model
Let us consider a simple model of growth of a biological
population, let’s say bacteria in a Petri dish. The size of the
population (number of bacteria) at time t ≥ 0 will be denoted by
P(t). The population dynamics is determined by the following
two effects:

◮ Under optimal conditions (enough food and enough
space), the population grows without any restriction - i.e.,
the reproduction rate is proportional to the population size:

P ′
∼ P .

◮ When the population size is getting too large, the
resources (food, space) are becoming rare, the
reproduction is thus restricted and the growth is slowing
down. If we denote the maximal possible population size,
given the available resources, by γ, then we have

P ′
∼ (γ − P) .
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Logistic equation
Therefore, the dynamics of the population is governed
by the ODE

P ′ = αP(γ − P) ,

subject to the initial condition P(0) = P0, where P0 > 0 is the
prescribed initial population size, α > 0 is the prescribed
constant growth rate and γ > 0 is the prescribed maximal
reachable population size.

This equation is called logistic equation. Originally, it was
formulated by Pierre-François Verhulst in 1838, and sometimes
also called Verhulst-Pearl equation, or law of population
growth.

Simply speaking, it states that “the rate of reproduction is
proportional to both the existing population size and the amount
of available resources, ignoring all other effects”. This is of
course an oversimplification of the reality, but still, it captures
one of the fundamental mechanisms of population dynamics.
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Logistic function

Any solution of the logistic equation is called logistic function.
For simplicity, let us set α = 1, γ = 1. Then we have

P ′ = P(1 − P) , P(0) = P0 .

Unfortunately, this ODE does not fall into any of the categories
of ODEs that we are able to solve. However, you can easily
check that the solution is given by the formula

P(t) =
β

β + e−t with β =
P0

1 − P0
.

The logistic function is important not only in the context of
population dynamics, but also in artificial neural networks,
demography, economics, chemistry, mathematical psychology,
probability, sociology, political science, and statistics.
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Logistic function
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Logistic function with β = 0.1 plotted for t ≥ 0
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Application in chemistry: Autocatalysis

Let us consider a simple chemical reaction

X → Y ,

which is self-catalyzed, i.e., the reaction rate is proportional to
the concentration of Y . Denoting by x(t) and y(t) the
concentrations of X and Y at time t ≥ 0, we can write the
system of ODEs

x ′ = −αxy ,

y ′ = αxy ,

where α > 0 is the reaction rate, which we set equal to one for
simplicity.

Let us make the simple observation that (x + y)′ = x ′ + y ′ = 0.
This is nothing but the law of mass conservation: The total
mass x + y stays constant in time, x(t) + y(t) ≡ C.
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Application in chemistry: Autocatalysis

This observation allows us to transform the system of ODEs
into a single ODE for x or for y . For instance, writing

x = C − y

and inserting into the second ODE, we get

y ′ = y(C − y) .

This is nothing but the logistic equation. Therefore, the
concentration of Y increases logistically from its initial
concentration y0 > 0 to C, while x = C − y decreases from
x0 = C − y0 to zero.

Typically for autocatalyzed reactions, the reaction rate is initially
very slow, but after a while, when enough of Y was created, it
speeds up rapidly.
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Application in chemistry: Autocatalysis
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A typical dynamics of an autocatalytic reaction X Y
→ Y :

In red concentration of X , in blue concentration of Y .
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The Lotka-Volterra system: Predator-Prey

Let us go back to population dynamics once again, and
consider two interacting species - a predator (for instance, wolf)
and its prey (rabbit?). We make the following modeling
assumptions:

◮ The resources for the prey population (food, space etc.)
are unlimited.

◮ The only source of food for the predator population is the
prey.

◮ The rate of change of population is proportional to its size.
◮ All other effects are ignored (interaction with other species,

change of environment, genetic adaptation etc.).
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The Lotka-Volterra system: Predator-Prey

Under these assumptions, we can formulate the following
system of ODEs for the population size x(t) of the prey and
y(t) of the predator:

x ′ = x(α − βy) ,

y ′ = y(γx − δ) ,

with the positive constants

◮ α - reproduction rate of the prey
◮ β - death rate of the prey due to the predator

(∼ “how many rabbits get eaten by one wolf per day”)
◮ γ - reproduction rate of the predator
◮ δ - death rate of the predator
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The Lotka-Volterra system: Predator-Prey

Typical dynamics of the Lotka-Volterra model:
The peak of the predator population comes with

a certain delay after the peak of the prey population.
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The Lotka-Volterra system: Predator-Prey

◮ The Lotka-Volterra model and its extensions have been
used to model the moose and wolf populations in Isle
Royale National Park, which is one of the best studied
predator-prey relationships.

◮ Observe that with the parameter setting α = δ = 0 and
β = γ, we obtain our model for self-catalysis. In fact,
a simplified version of the Lotka-Volterra predator-prey
model was initially proposed by Alfred J. Lotka in the
“Theory of autocatalytic chemical reactions” in 1910.
As we know, the system for self-catalysis is actually the
logistic equation. Therefore, the Lotka-Volterra system can
be seen as a generalization of the logistic equation.

◮ Vito Volterra, who made a statistical analysis of fish
catches in the Adriatic, independently investigated the
equations in 1926.
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